AEIDL 30th Anniversary

Study visit to Moldova highlights the value
of the LEADER approach
As part of AEIDL’s 30th anniversary celebrations, 12 AEIDL staff members,
freelancers and associate members went to Moldova and the Autonomous
Territorial Unit of Gagauzia to see for themselves how the implementation of
the LEADER approach is helping reinvent rural areas in the poorest country in
Europe.
Marianne Geater (AEIDL)
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As UNDP lead expert, the President of AEIDL, Márta Márczis, supported the implementation of
the LEADER/ community-led local development (CLLD) approach in the Republic of Moldova
from 2016 to 2018 through the Support to Agriculture and Rural Development (SARD) project1,
an EU initiative implemented by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).
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The aim of the SARD project, with its €6.5 million budget was to enhance community empowerment, develop local
entrepreneurship and SMEs, encourage investment into small-scale infrastructure refurbishments and promote
inter-municipal cooperation. According to the Moldovan Ministry of Economy, in 2015 the poverty rate of Moldova’s
South was eight times higher than in the capital. SARD was the EU’s attempt to address the disparity.

The AEIDL delegation spent three very constructive days in Moldova, visiting some 10 projects in
Gagauzia (a small autonomous territory in the south of the country) and meeting with
representatives of Comrat State University (the only higher education institution in Gagauzia),
local action groups (LAGs), the Regional Development Agency of Gagauzia as well as a number
of local mayors. In the capital, Chisinau, the AEIDL delegation met with representatives of UNDP,
the Ministry of Regional Development, Agriculture and Environment and the EU delegation.
Yves Champetier, member of the AEIDL Board and former director of the LEADER European
Observatory (1991–2001), was part of the delegation.
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From 8 to 32 LAGs – and counting
It took about a year for the SARD team to establish eight pilot LAGs bringing together local
authorities, civil society and economic agents of neighbouring villages to work in partnership
towards the development of their localities.
With a budget of between €30 000 – €40 000 each, the LAGs were able to establish a diagnostic
of their area and draw up a first development strategy to finance some very interesting and
promising projects such as, amongst others, a traditional bakery, a project focusing on providing
employment opportunities for people with disabilities, an initiative to develop the capacity of
honey producers in Gagauzia, a sewing class teaching children how to make traditional
costumes, heating systems for greenhouses and museums of everyday life in the Moldovan
countryside.

Thanks to the SARD team’s extensive advocacy work, awareness raising and capacity building,
villages across Moldova soon followed the example of the pilot LAGs and set up their local action
groups. There are now 32 LAGs covering 30 percent of Moldova’s rural territory. To ensure the
sustainability of the programme, a national LEADER Network was established in December 2018
to take over from the SARD project which ended at the same time.
For Yves Champetier, the different projects visited by the AEIDL delegation across Gagauzia
showed a lot of promise. In particular he applauded the setting up of the Moldovan national
network to “make the voice of these groups heard” and welcomed the fact that both national
authorities and the EU are intent on continuing to support the process.
LAGs – a major opportunity for rural communities
As the President of the Moldovan national LEADER Network, Marina Albu, told the AEIDL
delegation, “with the [initial] little money we have been able to mobilise many people and give
them hope that we can develop rural areas”. In 2019 the EU committed to provide €1 million to
continue financing LAG projects in Moldova.
Many in Moldova see LEADER not just as an instrument for local development but as a real
opportunity for the country to change, reinvent rural areas, create local jobs and stop young
skilled workers from moving abroad. For Marina Albu, LEADER is about “local capacity, local
democracy, transparency and autonomy”. The LEADER approach, by empowering local
communities, demonstrates to Moldovans the long-term potential of their local regions and shows
that it is possible to involve local resources in processes of rural development for the benefit of
all.
Marina Albu argued that the Moldovan LEADER can be a chance for the LEADER movement in
general. “In Moldova this approach can have a new dimension. It can be used as an EU
instrument in support of development. Our LEADER is flexible and we could pilot innovative
instruments through LAGs”.
Recent developments
Márta Márczis, who left the Republic of Moldova in December 2018, welcomed the new
developments: “Since I left, the LEADER initiative has been extended across Moldova. The
national LEADER network is working diligently on building the capacity of the existing Local
Action Groups and assisting those who want to establish new LAGs in the country. International
donors, like USAID and the Polish Solidarity Fund, are now providing funds for the empowerment
of the LAGs in Moldova, including the opportunity for existing LAGs to finance a new run of
projects. The delegation of the European Union in Moldova has just published a call, aiming to
subsidise rural/LEADER projects and activities. This fund will ensure the financial sustainability of
the LAGs in the next two years”.
Above all, what Márta found most heartening during the study visit was to see what the LAGS
have achieved since their creation. In two years the pilot LAGs in South Moldova “have become
independent, self-confident local development communities. They are committed to continue
working and provide examples to others. LAGs in Gagauzia and Taraclia [a region close to
Gagauzia] have created their own brands and have built a network of local producers. There are
small local producer shop initiatives and restaurants, where LAG members sell not only their own
products, but also the products of other local producers”.
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LEADER – the new buzzword
In fact, as Iva Stamenova, European Commission Officer at the EU Delegation to the Republic of
Moldova, told AEIDL, the LEADER approach is well accepted politically and is seen as a tool for
democracy.
“LEADER is the buzzword across Moldova at the moment. It is so popular that even the new
Prime Minister, Ms Sandu, has heard about it. Armenia now wants to replicate the Moldovan
example and there are talks of Georgia [which has eight LAGs] and Moldova working together in
future”.
Ms Sandu’s new government, whose objective is to improve living and labour conditions in rural
areas, has identified the LEADER approach as a number one priority for the Ministry of
Agriculture.
In a country which has lost 33% of its population through migration since independence in 1991,
the LEADER approach, with its focus on encouraging communities to work together on concrete
issues, is seen as a unique tool to keep people in the country.
Challenges ahead
Despite those positive developments, LAGs face a number of challenges on the road to a steady
and sustainable economic rural development. One of the challenges is the lack of a proper legal
framework. It is currently impossible for LAGs to acquire a legal entity status under Moldovan law.
The LEADER Network is working to ensure that the law is changed so LAGs can officially register

as legal entities. According to Galina Petrachi, Head of the Rural Development Department at the
Ministry of Agriculture, this is unlikely to happen before March 2020.
Financial independence is another issue that needs to be tackled urgently. Until now LAGs have
benefited from international funding but the support of the State is essential for long-term
sustainability. “LEADER must be financially independent” insists Mariana Albu. Her network is
therefore pushing for the government to create financial instruments to support LAGs. Yet, like in
many other European countries, moves to finance LEADER initiatives with State funds for
agriculture and the environment are opposed by the agricultural sector. “It’s like shooting oneself
in the foot”, said Galina Petrachi, “agriculture cannot survive without rural development”. The fact
that the Ministry of Agriculture is in the middle of a structural reform process and the State
Secretary has yet to be appointed does not help the situation.
These bottlenecks could pose a serious threat to the LEADER approach in Moldova. As Márta
Márczis pointed out “if you build up 30 leader groups then you cannot wait a year to continue
working. In a year all, you have established starts to disappear. Local people had trust then they
are disappointed when nothing happens”.
Looking ahead
Yves Champetier advises Moldovan LAGs to continue the good work that was started “with
seriousness and eagerness”. LAGs, he said, should constantly evaluate their efforts and adjust
their strategies to best meet the needs of populations and territories. The work of the national
network is essential for this. “Of course LEADER cannot face alone the immense challenges of
developing the rural territories of this country, but I hope that LEADER's principles of listening,
consultation and transparency will permeate public policies more widely. These recommendations
are, of course, not limited to Moldova!”

Moldova’s political situation
Following elections earlier this year, the Republic of Moldova is now governed by a coalition
government made up of both the pro-European ACUM party and the pro-Russian Socialist party.
Despite intense political differences and rivalry, the coalition came together with one goal in mind
– to free Moldova of Vladimir Plahotniuc an oligarch and businessman who had been controlling
the country since 2009.
The newly elected Prime Minister is Maia Sandu a pro-European leader with an American
education and CV (she is a former World Bank official). She made an all-in bet – inviting the
Socialists, her ideological opponents, to join an anti-oligarch temporary coalition. For this she
received the backing of the EU and US. Russia was also supportive.
The Republic of Moldova has been widely criticised by civil society groups and the EU for lack of
transparency, corruption and poor administration. Cleaning up politics, restoring the justice
system and advancing the European transformation agenda will take time and effort. Hard work
and hard politics are ahead. But with strong EU support, Moldova can become a true success
story of Europe’s neighbourhood policy.

Further reading:
The LEADER approach in Moldova by Márta Márczis:
https://www.aeidl.eu/images/stories/pdf/moldova-en.pdf

The national LEADER network in Moldova: https://events.enpardmoldova.md/wpcontent/uploads/2019/04/National-LEADER-Network.pdf
The European Commission’s Association Implementation Report on Moldova published on 9
September 2019: https://eeas.europa.eu/diplomatic-network/easternpartnership/67202/association-implementation-report-moldova_en
Article on AEIDL visit on Comrat State University (KDU) website (RU): https://kdu.md/ru/item/611kgu-posetila-delegatsiya-evropejskoj-assotsiatsii-informirovaniya-o-mestnom-razvitii-aeidl

Beekeeper participating in the initiative to develop the capacity of honey producers.

